In Discussion with Border Angels

Curious About Current Immigration Realities?
Wonder What To Expect in 2019 On The Subject?

Join Enrique Morones, founder of Border Angels in San Diego as he explains the matter as it relates to the U.S. - Mexico border.

Saturday, Jan 5 | 11AM - 12PM
UN Building | 2171 Pan American Plaza | Eleanor Roosevelt Gallery
Please RSVP HERE as seats are limited

ABOUT THE GUEST SPEAKER

Enrique Morones is the founder of Border Angels and a passionate advocate for Latino issues. Since 1986, Enrique has dedicated his life to the prevention of thousands of migrant deaths that happen on the US-Mexican border. Inspired by his faith, and a chance meeting with Ethel Kennedy (the widow of Robert Kennedy), he has given a human face to countless migrants, offering them compassion in the form of food, water, clothing, education and advocacy.